1. Andrew Herington (construction volunteer)
2. Margot Foster and Brenda (“Pic”) Mattock (construction volunteers)
   (Photo: Gordon Curtis 1975)
3. Andrew Herington (construction volunteer on left) and Ross Crighton
   (programming coordinator on right)
4. An early 4ZZ/Z staff and volunteers group photo taken towards the end
   of the construction phase. [Back row (left to right): Ross Crighton, Bill
   Michael, Margot Foster, Evan Kelly, Ian Nicholson, David Aberdeen, Don
   Little, and Stuart Matchett. Front row (left to right): Gay Walsh behind
   John Stanwell, Rob Cameron, John Woods, Jim Beatson, Kevin Hayes,
   Marian Wilkinson, and Helen Hambling.]
5. An early 4ZZ/Z staff and volunteers group photo taken around the time
   of going to air. [Standing (Left to Right): Andrew Herington(?), George
   the Welder, unidentified, John Woods, David Aberdeen, and Don
   Little. Sitting (Left to Right): John Stanwell, Jim Beatson, and Helen
   Hambling.]
6. Another early 4ZZ/Z staff and volunteers group photo taken in the first
   half of 1976. [Left-to-Right: John Woods (announcer), Haydn Thompson
   (program coordinator), Ashleigh Merritt (volunteer announcer), John
   Stanwell (financial coordinator, later promotions coordinator), Buck Samrai
   (front desk volunteer, later financial coordinator), Dennis Reinhardt
   (journalist, later station coordinator), Alan Petersen (newsroom volunteer,
   later journalist), Gaye Summy (newsroom / current affairs volunteer?),
   Stuart Matchett (announcer), Helen Hambling (announcer), possibly Ross
   Crighton (outgoing program coordinator, later volunteer announcer),
   unidentified#1, David Aberdeen (volunteer engineer, later chief engineer),
   unidentified#2, Geoff Kong? (volunteer), unidentified#3. “Unidentified#1”
   may possibly be Jim Beatson (station coordinator), or possibly Rob
   Cameron (journalist), or possibly Barry Weston (journalist).]
7. Marian Wilkinson (journalist)
8. Bruce Dickson and Rob Cameron (journalists)
9. Helen Hambling (one of the original full-time announcers) on-air in 1976.
10. Steve Gray, Jim Beatson and John Stanwell
11. David Pyle (volunteer announcer)
12. Ashleigh Merritt (volunteer announcer) sitting in the foreground with
    Ross Crighton (programming coordinator) sitting in the background.
13. Unidentified and Gay Walsh (announcer)
14. John Stanwell (the first finance coordinator, later promotions
    coordinator)
15. Phil Cullen (announcer)
16. Michael Finucan, a legendary 4ZZZ announcer who started as a
    volunteer.
Announcers: Phil Cullen, Jo Forsyth, Linda Wallace, and Amanda Collinge (photo: early 1983)

Megahers (later Megaherz) Sandra McLean, Liz Willis, and Deb Strutt (Photo by Suzie Broadbent 1983.)


4ZZZ auction with John Stanwell (holding poster), Larry Ponting (finance coordinator - left) and Tony Biggs (announcer - right).


St. Lucia radio studios and office (1975 to 1989). (Photo: David Lennon)

Bill Riner

Left-to-right: Tony Biggs, Liz Willis, and Kyrn Stevens, the three 4ZZZ full-time announcers at the time (1984).


Harley Stumm threading tape deck circa 1983 or 1984 at St. Lucia Studios.

Julie Goodall interviews Spike Milligan.

Bill Riner interviews David Bromberg

4ZZZ Fund raising event. John Stanwell (promotions coordinator wearing sunglasses). Background right: Phil Cullen (announcer), Shaun Hoyt (journalist), and Barry Weston (journalist).

4ZZZ's eighth birthday BBQ held at the university pool in December 1983. Left-to-right: Larry Ponting (finance coordinator) with volunteers Harley Stumm (straw hat) and Kyrn Stevens who are selling tickets for drinks, food and events.

4ZZZ's eighth birthday BBQ held at the university pool in December 1983. Left-to-right: Jenny May?, Geoff Wood?, Larry Ponting (finance coordinator), and Alan Bamford.
32. 4ZZZ's eighth birthday BBQ held at the university pool in December 1983. Left-to-right: unidentified, Jon Baird, unidentified.

33. 4ZZZ staff and volunteers meeting held at the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union (FMWU) on 6 November 1985. Left to right: Linda Caroli, Nancy Westerman (orange pants), Tanya Saul (smoking), unidentified (in back), Deb Strutt (glasses), unidentified, Julia Reed, and Jenny May. This meeting was referred to as the "Meaning of Life" meeting which today would be called a strategic planning meeting or similar.

34. Another view of the 4ZZZ staff and volunteers meeting held at the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union (FMWU) on 6 November 1985. Left to right: Julia Reed, unidentified (in back), Jenny May, Eleen Kelly, Al Ward (talking), Doug McCallum (in back), and Geoff Kelly (promotions coordinator) with arms behind his head.

35. Another view of the 4ZZZ staff and volunteers meeting held at the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union (FMWU) on 6 November 1985. Left to right: Mark Bracken, unidentified, Kathy Phillips?, Doug McCallum.

36. Another view of the 4ZZZ staff and volunteers meeting held at the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union (FMWU) on 6 November 1985. Doug McCallum (on left) and Mark Bracken (in red cap).

37. Another view of the 4ZZZ staff and volunteers meeting held at the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union (FMWU) on 6 November 1985 with Eileen Kelly (on the left) and Mark Bracken (on the right).

38. Another view of the 4ZZZ staff and volunteers meeting held at the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union (FMWU) on 6 November 1985. Left to right: Geoff Wood, unidentified, Gary Summerville?, and Andrew Bartlett.

39. Andrew Bartlett at the "Meaning of Life" meeting at the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union (FMWU) on 6 November 1985. (Photo: Liz Willis)

40. Doug McCallum (technician). (Photo: David Lennon)

41. 4ZZZ Newsroom 1982/83.

42. 4ZZZ Studio 2 (Production Studio) at St. Lucia 1982.

43. Temporary caravan-based, on-air studio parked next to the 4ZZZ transmitter hut and tower on Mount Coot-tha before the move to the Toowong Studios in 1989. (Photo: David Lennon)

44. Interim caravan-based, on-air studio on Mount Coot-tha 1989. Anita Earl crouching in lower foreground. (Photo: David Lennon)